Implementing ISBT 128 Symbology and Labeling
The Problem
The American Association of Blood Banks (AABB) issued a requirement to implement ISBT 128

symbology for blood component labeling in 2008. This change affected not only Blood
Bank staff, but also providers across BIDMC who handle and transfuse blood. It was
essential that critical information, such as the donor identification numbers, blood type,
component names and expiration date location be clearly understood by all those involved
in product administration. In addition, not all blood suppliers have been able to fully comply
with this requirement, meaning a dual inventory of both ISBT and the older Codabar
labeled products would continue to exist. With help from Nursing and others, we initiated a
hospital wide education program. Training, education and communication efforts facilitated
implementation preventing confusion and transfusion delays.
What are the benefits of ISBT 128 barcode symbology?
•
ISBT is an internationally recognized method of labeling blood, tissue, bone and
stem cell products - ensures conformity
•
Provides a globally unique unit donation number with standard product definitions
•
Ability to read more than one barcode with a single scan-concatenation
•
Reduction in barcode misreads- barcode incorporates 3 self checking features
and a check digit to alert users when errors occur
•
Autologous and Directed donor units are distinctively labeled
•
Accommodates novel and evolving products
Why is ISBT 128 so different from the previous Codabar label?
•
Longer but unique Donor Identification Number (DIN) incorporating the collection
facility, year of collection and the unique donor sequence
•
Product codes are more descriptive- no need for tags or handwritten corrections
to label
•
Product code label includes division information impacting NICU with its small
aliquot infusions
•
As products are modified labels new labels are generated and applied to the
base label
•
Label is black and white

Aim/Goal
Implement a new, safe blood labeling technology at the BIDMC

The Team
Monique Mohammed MS(ASCP)SBB; Leslie Richardson-Weber, MT (ASCP); Kim
Sulmonte, RN; Michele Herman, MT (ASCP); Lynne Uhl, M.D.

The Interventions
Extensive modification of the Clinical Computer System (CCC) permitted dual symbologies
to be used for component receipt, manipulation, issue and blood sign out. Training
modules were designed to assist in training the Blood Bank staff. A power point
presentation was presented to nursing administrators and staff. Physicians were notified
and the project was presented to the Pharmacy and Therapeutics Committee. A

shortened version was prepared as an on-line competency available on the BIDMC website.
Focused in- services were presented to select nursing floors upon request.

The Results/Progress to Date
ISBT 128 label implementation has successfully been incorporated without adversely
impacting patient care. As Codabar labeling becomes obsolete, all blood, tissue, bone and
cellular products will be labeled in 128 symbology reducing errors through standard bar coding
and scanning.

Lessons Learned
We learned that when implementing a change, we must to be careful to consider the effects on
staff outside our department. We incorporated changes requested by nursing including adding
product code to sign out and ensuring consistent wording was used on the Blood Transfusion
record and in CCC. The result was a smooth transition from Codabar to ISBT 128 blood
labeling was achieved through education and training.

Next Steps/What Should Happen Next
In the future, ISBT 128 could provide information transfer by RFID tags linking the bedside
scanning of the patient’s wristband and the blood product. Temperature controlled “vending
machines” located in the Operating room might be used to dispense blood products once
acceptable patient data is scanned into its database.
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